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Abstract: It is clear that different images will be obtained when one takes pictures with different camera positions.
One can easily determine the characteristics of the captured image by projective geometry. However, it is hard to
estimate the camera position only from an image. Machine learning methods are very useful for the nonlinear relation
identifying. In this research, released situations of the images comparing to the earlier works are considered. An
adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) network design is deployed and used for camera position estimating in
this paper. From the experimental results, it is evidently that the proposed method can estimate the center of the camera
correctly and effectively.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The 3D scenery and the pictured 2D image which
could be related by projective geometry. However, the
relationship is nonlinear and highly complicated.
Adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) is
provided for finding out this relationship, and that may
be a possible way to building the relationship.

Consider a circular target in the 3D scenery, and the
center of the circular target is projected to the centerline
of a 2D image, the circle in the 3D scenery will be
projected to a deformed circle in the 2D image. By
projective geometry, the features of the deformed circle
can be obtained from the diameter of the circular target,
the distance between the camera center and the target
center, and the variation angle of the camera. By this
relation, it is possible to estimate the position of the
camera from some features of the deformed circle and
the circular target. However, the relationship between
these features and the position of the camera is more
complicated then previous research. In [1][2], an
algorithm was developed for solving the problem under
the condition that the target center must be at the center

of image. However, it is not general enough for the
applications of security systems [3] and aerial
photography [4]. Thus we try to release the restriction
and to solve this problem in this paper.

ANFIS is used for learning the mapping relation
between the 3D world and the 2D image in this paper.
The data pre-processing procedure [5] is provided to
speed up the learning efficiency of the ANFIS. The
experimental results show that the camera positions
could be estimated quickly and accurately by the image
features. Details are illustrated in the following contents.

II. PROJECTIVE TRANSFORMATION OF
THE IMAGE

When we take pictures by camera, a point in the 3D
space is projected to 2D image through the camera
center, and different positions of camera center will
result different projections of the point [6]. Consider the
captured image. It is the projection of a circular target in
the 3D space. A circular target will result in a deformed
circle in the captured image. One can always trim the
camera so that the crossover point of the axes of the
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deformed circle, called the ‘center’ of the deformed
circle, is located on the vertical line crossing the center
of the image, as shown in Figure 1. Obviously, this
‘center’ is the projection of the center of the circular
target.

From Figures 1 and 2, one can choose five quantities
to form the following features:

1. “Ratioproject = kh ” is dependent on the pitch angle of
the camera.

2. “Ratioheight = dr ” is dependent on the distance
between the camera and the image center in the 3D
world.

3. “Ratioangle = rh ” is dependent on both the pitch
angle of the camera and the distance between the
camera and the image center in the 3D world.

4. “Ratioposition = k Q ” is dependent on the target
position.

The relationships of these parameters could be
calculated by trigonometric relations and projective
geometry. The relationships are shown in Figures 2 (a),
(b) and (c). From above, the algorithm to find these

ratios could be written as in Algorithm 1.
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Figure 1. Projected image of a circular target.
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Figure 2. Relationship between the circular target
and the projection: (a) Features of the circular target
projection. (b) Feature r of the circular target
projection. (c) Half visual angles.

Algorithm 1: Algorithm for finding the ratios.
Find the geometry projection of the Perspective
target.
Procedure Perspective_target (Ratioproject, Ratioheight,
Ratioangle, Ratioposition )

“MinRtm: The lowest boundary of the target moving
range in image.”

“MaxRtm: The highest boundary of the target moving
range in image.”

“r: The radius of target.”
“ λ : The half vertical visual angle of camera.”
“ δ : The half horizontal visual angle of camera.”
“R: The distance between the camera and the image

center in the 3D world.”
“ θ : The pitch angle of the camera.”
“The remainder definitions of parameters are shown in

Figure 2. ”

r=2.6, λ =27, δ =36
for R=20:1:300

for θ =-62:1:62
{
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Ratioproject= kh , Ratioheight = dr ,

Ratioangle= rh , Ratioposition= k Q
}

}
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III. FEATURE EXTRACTION AND IMAGE
PROCESSING

In this paper, the features of image are Ratioproject,
Ratioheight, Ratioangle and Ratioposition. The procedure for
feature extraction and image processing is illustrated in
Figure 3.

Thresholding and filtering are proposed for target
segmentation in this procedure. The binary image could
be get by thresholding, and that will be more easily for
analyzing and computing [7] [8]. The range of the basic
rectangle [7] is defined by the minimum rectangle
containing the object. The definitions of the major axis
and the minor axis are the longer edge and the shorter
edge of the rectangle, respectively.

In this case, refer to Figure 1, the length of the major
axis is equal to rr + , and the length of the minor axis
is equal to h + k.

Figure 3. Procedure for feature extraction.

IV. DATA PRE-PROCESSING AND ANFIS
TRAINING

In this paper, the ANFIS [5][9] is provided for
replace the highly complicated relationship between a
circular target in the 3D scenery and its projective
transformation. The training data is constructed by
Algorithm 1. The amount of the data is so huge that the
training time is intolerably long. The data pre-
processing procedure, illustrated in Figure 4, is
proposed to speed up the training. There are two parts in
this method, which are data segmentation and data
classification. In the first part, the data are segmented
into several stages for reducing the huge data base, are
called “Data stage_1~k”. In the second part, the “Data
stage_i” is classified as four inputs related to Q, θ and
R , respectively. For further data classification, each
class of data are sorted out the high correlated data and
low correlated data for ANFIS training.

The ANFIS is trained with the highly correlated data,
which will result in defining fewer fuzzy sets on the
input data. This idea can save a lot of time for training,
and the resulting ANFIS will have more precise
estimation.

V. EXPERIMRNTAL RESULTS

Consider the case that the radius of the circular
target in 3D world is 2.6 cm, the angle θ is varied from
-62° to 62°, and the distance R is varied from 20 cm to
300 cm. The training data is generated by geometry
computing. By the data pre-procession procedure, the
data base is classed into the smaller and simpler stages
for ANFIS training. Consequently, the numbers of the
ANFIS are increased with the data stages. For this
example, the data stage of “height 126~130cm” is
selected for demonstrating the ANFIS training results.

There are three ANFIS’s used for estimating Q, 
and R. The input data for these ANFIS’s are Ratioproject,
Ratioheight, Ratioangle and Ratioposition. The ANFIS training
results are shown in Figures 5 (a), (b) and (c), and the
resulting RMSE (root mean squared error) of Q, R and θ 
are 0.641, 0.124 and 0.365, respectively. The numbers
of fuzzy sets on the inputs for each ANFIS are
summarized in Table 1. Take the first row of Table 1 as
an example, the ANFIS input Ratioposition and ANFIS
output Q has the highly correlation, therefore the
number of fuzzy sets for Ratioposition is 4; on the contrary,
the number of fuzzy sets for other inputs are larger than
4. All the membership functions of the input fuzzy sets
are in the shape of Gaussian.

Consider the image shown in Figure 6(a). The size
of this image is 160*120 pixels. Figure 6(b) is the
binary image of it, and Figure 6(c) shows the basic
rectangle of the target. The length of the major axis is
29.6583 and that of the minor axis is 21.8644. In Figure
6(c), its features are extracted by image processing
algorithm. The extracted features will be the input of
ANFIS for the camera position estimation. For this case,
the image features were extracted and that were shown

Figure 4. The data pre-processing procedure.
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in Table 2. The result of camera position estimation by
ANFIS is shown in Table 3. From Table 3, it is shown
that the camera position could be estimated from a real
image by the proposed procedure.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 5. ANFIS checking results. (a) the distance Q

(b) the distance R (c) the angle θ

Table 1. Numbers of fuzzy sets on inputs for each
ANFIS

Input
ANFIS Ratioproject Ratioheight Ratioangle Ratioposition

for Q 8 8 8 4
for R 8 4 8 8
for θ 4 8 8 8

(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6. Image of the reference object. (a) Image
input (b) Binary image (c) Basic rectangle of image

Table 2. Image features of Figure 6(a).

Features Ratioproject Ratioheight Ratioangle Ratioposition

Ratios 1.1092 1.0247 8.9016 0.0817

Table 3. Estimated results of Figure 6(a).

Q (cm) R (cm) θ (°)
ANFIS Output 2.34 36.87 41.89

Camera position 2.5 37 42
Error 0.16 0.13 0.11

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the restriction in [2] that the ‘center’ of
the deformed circle, which is the projection of the
circular target, has to be located at the center of the
captured image has been released to be located at the
vertical line crossing the center of the image. The
proposed algorithm could estimate the camera position
under this condition. The released condition caused the
huge amount of training data. The data pre-processing
procedure was introduced on the training process for
ANFIS to speed up training. Experimental results show
that this can simplify the ANFIS learning and reduce the
learning time.

From the experimental results, we use the image
feature extraction algorithm to find out the available
features of the object as ANFIS inputs. The algorithm
could extract the features of object precisely, and the
obtained ANFIS also can estimate camera position
effectively. It shows that the complicated mapping and
highly nonlinear image projective transformations could
be replaced by ANFIS.
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